National Period Curriculum Unit
(War of 1812 through Andrew Jackson’s Presidency)

Grade 10 Honors History
Enduring Understandings
o Wars start for a variety of reasons and are often opposed bitterly.
o Countries usually increase nationalism following a war victory.
o Strong leaders usually endure criticism and face opposition
o Minorities often face discrimination
o The executive, legislative and judicial branches in the United States government often
disagree
Overarching Essential Questions
o How has the concept of personal rights developed over time?
o How should we judge actions that took place in the past?
o How do individuals affect societal conditions and vice versa?
Topical Essential Questions
o How and why did the nation try to avoid the War of 1812?
o How did nationalism manifest itself in the United States during the 1810’s?
o How did the Election of 1824 lead to the Election of 1828?
o How did the role of the common man change during Andrew Jackson’s presidency?
o What did South Carolina’s threat of secession represent in American politics? How was it
received?
o What were the effects of Jackson’s veto of the Second Bank of the United States?
o Should Andrew Jackson be criticized for his Indian Removal policies?
MA DESE Learning Standards
USI.23 Analyze the rising levels of political participation and the expansion of suffrage in antebellum
America.
USI.24 Describe the election of 1828, the importance of Jacksonian democracy, and Jackson’s actions as
President.
A. the spoils system
B. Jackson’s veto of the National Bank
C. Jackson’s policy of Indian Removal
USI.25 Trace the influence and ideas of Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall and the importance of
the doctrine of judicial review as manifested in Marbury v. Madison (1803).
USI.26 Describe the causes, course, and consequences of America’s westward expansion and its growing
diplomatic assertiveness. Use a map of North America to trace America’s expansion to the Civil War,
including the location of the Santa Fe and Oregon trails.
A.
B.
C.
D.

the War of 1812
the purchase of Florida in 1819
the 1823 Monroe Doctrine
the Cherokees’ Trail of Tears

Unit Overview
Unless noted, all lessons are meant to be completed in a 63 minute period.
Day
Topic
Classroom Activities
of
Covered
Unit
1
War of 1812 Hook: Students will take a homework quiz that assesses their
understanding of last night’s homework that briefly covered the War of
1812.
Main Activity: Students will complete a web quest that details the causes,
course and consequences of the War of 1812. Please see attachment 1.
Closer: Students will respond to questions regarding the websites they
visited during the course of the class. See attachment 1.
2

Nationalism
(Stations)

Hook: Students will complete an agree/disagree activity that deals with
modern day nationalism. Students stand in the corner of the room that
reflects their opinion on a statement. An example would be, “Nationalism
is necessary for a successful country.”
Main Activity: Students will complete a station activity where they rotate
around the room to discover the different ways that nationalism was
expressed following the War of 1812. One station will deal with Supreme
Court cases, the second with political parties and the Era of Good Feelings
and the third with economic and internal improvements. See attachment 2
for the station activity that students will complete.
Closer: Students will write a thesis statement that answers, “Analyze the
ways that the War of 1812 impacted American nationalism.”

3

Election of
1824,
Election of
1828
(Lecture)

Hook: Ask students to brainstorm characteristics of modern day elections.
Students will work individually and then share their thoughts with the
class.
Main Activity: This class will consist of a lecture with Socratic
questioning. Please see attachment 3 for lecture notes.
Closer: Students will complete a 3-2-1 with: 3 most important facts
learned, 2 questions they still have and 1 topic they would like to learn
more about.

4

Increase of
the
“common
man” in
political
life
(County
Post
Office,
Stats)

Hook: Students will answer, What role did the common man play in
politics before 1824?
Main Activity: The class will examine the picture, County Election by
George Caleb Bingham. The class will discuss key aspects of the picture
and the teacher will offer historical explanations for details.
Closer: Students will create a chart and thesis to answer the question, “To
what extent did American citizens gain a voice during the presidency of
Andrew Jackson?”

5

Nullification Hook: Students will define nullification and we will talk about modern day
Crisis
examples (e.g. immigration, gay marriage).
(Documents) Main Activity: Students will read two documents, Andrew Jackson’s
Nullification Proclamation and John Calhoun’s Response. After reading
both questions, students will work with a partner to explain the key ideas of

each. Please see Attachment 4. Then, the class will have a discussion
about which side they think has more validity.
Closer: Students will write a paragraph explaining how Andrew Jackson’s
veto of the bank affected the national economy.
Hook: Students will be given 10 minutes to meet with their respective side
regarding the Bank War. One group will represent Andrew Jackson and
one group will represent Nicholas Biddle. Students will have read
background information and asked to research both sides previously.
Main Activity: The class will debate the re-chartering of the Second Bank
of the United States.
Closer: The class will vote on which side did a better job debating and
which side historically had a better argument.

6

Bank War
(Debate)

7

Indian
Removal
(Primary
Sources)

8

Assessment Please see the attached summative assessment.

Hook:
Main Activity: Students will read and analyze documents regarding Indian
Removal. Worcester v. Georgia, AJ response, TOT excerpts Please see
Attachments 10, 11 and 12.
Closer:

Name:__________________________ Date:______________________ Block:___________
Nationalism Station Activities
Station 1 - Supreme Court Decisions
Using the resources in the room, summarize each Supreme Court case. Explain what the
disagreement was about and how the Supreme Court ruled. Also list any major precedents set.
Finally, explain how the case relates to the increase in nationalism following the War of 1812.
Marbury v. Madison
Year:
Disagreement:
Supreme Court Ruling:
Precedent set:
How relate to nationalism:

Dartmouth v. Woodford
Year:
Disagreement:
Supreme Court Ruling:
Precedent set:
How relate to nationalism:
Gibbons v. Ogden

Year:
Disagreement:
Supreme Court Ruling:
Precedent set:
How relate to nationalism:

McCulloch v Maryland
Year:
Disagreement:
Supreme Court Ruling:
Precedent set:
How relate to nationalism:

Station 2 – Era of Good Feelings and Political Parties
Use the provided timeline of political parties to answer the following questions.
1. What were the first two political parties? What were their major arguments?

2. When and how did the Federalist Party end?

3. What were the major platforms of the Democratic Republicans?

4. What was the Era of Good Feelings? Was it actually?

5. When did the Era of Good Feelings end? Why did the Whig party develop?

6. What major conflict threatened the Era of Good Feelings?

Station 3 – Internal Improvements
List the major parts of the proposed American System.

List other building projects that occurred in the US after the War of 1812.

How did the War of 1812 effect manufacturing of goods in the US? Explain.

Lecture Notes for Election of 1824 and Election of 1828
I - Background
A. Panic of 1819
1. Workers and farmers blamed bankers (esp. BUS) and speculators for foreclosures on their farms
2. Answer was to get more politically involved, especially followers of Andrew Jackson.
a. Sought control of the government to reform the BUS
b. State legislatures waged tax wars against the BUS (e.g., McCullough v. Maryland,
1819)
c. State laws for prevention of debt imprisonment enacted
B. The Missouri Compromise
1. Northern opposition to Missouri’s admission as a slave state aroused southern fears that
the federal gov’t would trample on states' rights.
2. Slavery especially was seen to be under attack
3. Prime Goal of white southerners: Control the federal gov't for South’s preservation
C. New Political Age
1. A new two-party system reemerged by 1832: Democrats vs. National Republicans/Whigs
2. Voter turnout rose dramatically: 25% of eligible voters in 1824; 78% in 1840

3. New style of politicking emerged (esp. in 1840 election)
-- Banners, badges, parades, barbecues, free drinks, baby kissing, etc.
4. Voting reform -- Demise of the caucus (caucus now viewed as elitist)
a. Members of the Electoral College were being chosen directly by the people
rather than state legislatures: 18 of 24 states in 1824 election. This resembles today's system
b. 1831, first nominating convention held (Anti-Masonic party).
II. Election of 1824 "The Corrupt Bargain"
A. Candidates: Jackson, Clay, William H. Crawford of GA, and J.Q. Adams of Mass.
-- All four rivals were "Republicans"
B. Jackson polled the most popular votes but did not have a majority of the electoral vote.
1. 12th Amendment states House of Reps must choose among first three finishers
2. Clay finished 4th but was Speaker of the House and in charge of selection.
C. Henry Clay sided with John Quincy Adams
1. He hated Jackson, his archrival for leadership in the West
2. Like Clay, John Q. Adams was a nationalist and supported Clay’s "American System"
D. Early 1825, House of Representatives elected Adams president.
1. Largely due to Clay's behind-the-scenes influence
2. Jackson with the largest % of the vote lost to second place Adams
E. Adams announced Clay as secretary of state a few days later
F. Jackson's supporters called the affair the "corrupt bargain"
III. President John Quincy Adams
A. Ranks as one of the great secretaries of state but one of the least successful Presidents.
B. Hated spoils system: only removed twelve public servants from the federal payroll
-- Party workers dismayed that Adams did not reward them for their loyalty & support
C. Sectionalism increased while the Republican party fractured: increased hatred of
Adams and Clay by Jacksonians
VI. Election of 1828
A. Intense mudslinging between the two factions of the Republican party
1. National Republicans supported J.Q. Adams
2. Democratic Republicans supported Jackson
B. Jackson defeated Adams 178 electoral votes to 83 (pop. vote 647,286 to 508,064)
1. First President from the West; seen as a great common man
-- Actually owned one of the largest plantations in the country; owned many slaves
2. Jackson’s support came from the West, the South, and laborers on eastern seaboard.
i.e. the common people
-- Yet, considerable support came from machine politicians, especially in NY and PA.
3. Adams won New England and wealthy folks in the Northeast.
4. Election called "The Revolution of 1828"
a. Like 1800, no upheaval or landslide that swept out one opponent.
-- No sitting president had been removed since John Adams in 1800
b. Increased voter turnout in universal-white-manhood suffrage states was a
powerful force.
c. Balance of power was shifting from the East to the expanding West.
d. America hitherto had been ruled by an elite of brains and wealth
-- Federalist shippers and Jeffersonian planters.
e. Jackson was the hero of the working masses.

President Jackson's Nullification Proclamation (1832)
President Jackson was not about to let South Carolina impose its interpretation of the Constitution upon the national
government or to empower its sister states by example. The old duelist fired back at the state, first with a moderate charge
in his annual message on 4 December 1832, and then with a full explosive charge in a proclamation on 10 December.
* * *
To preserve this bond of our political existence from destruction, to maintain inviolate this state of national honor and
prosperity, and to justify the confidence my fellow-citizens have reposed in me, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the
United States, have thought proper to issue this my proclamation, stating my views of the Constitution and laws applicable
to the measures adopted by the convention of South Carolina and to the reasons they have put forth to sustain them,
declaring the course which duty will require me to pursue, and, appealing to the understanding and patriotism of the
people, warn them of the consequences that must inevitably result from an observance of the dictates of the convention.
* * *
The ordinance is founded, not on the indefeasible right of resisting acts which are plainly unconstitutional and too
oppressive to be endured, but on the strange position that any one State may not only declare an act of Congress void, but
prohibit its execution; that they may do this consistently with the Constitution; that the true construction of that instrument
permits a State to retain its place in the Union and yet be bound by no other of its laws than those it may choose to
consider as constitutional. It is true, they add, that to justify this abrogation of a law it must be palpably contrary to the
Constitution: but it is evident that to give the right of resisting laws of that description, coupled with the uncontrolled right
to decide what laws deserve that character, is to give the power of resisting all laws; for as by the theory there is no appeal,
the reasons alleged by the State, good or bad, must prevail. If it should be said that public opinion is a sufficient check
against the abuse of this power, it may be asked why it is not deemed a sufficient guard against the passage of an
unconstitutional act by Congress? There is, however, a restraint in this last case which makes the assumed power of a State
more indefensible, and which does not exist in the other. There are two appeals from an unconstitutional act passed by
Congress—one to the judiciary, the other to the people and the States. There is no appeal from the State decision in theory,
and the practical illustration shows that the courts are closed against an application to review it, both judges and jurors
being sworn to decide in its favor. But reasoning on this subject is superfluous when our social compact, in express terms,
declares that the laws of the United States, its Constitution, and treaties made under it are the supreme law of the land, and,
for greater caution, adds "that the judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any
State to the contrary notwithstanding." . . .
* * *
. . . [T]he defects of the Confederation need not be detailed. Under its operation we could scarcely be called a nation. We
had neither prosperity at home nor consideration abroad. This state of things could not be endured, and our present happy
Constitution was formed, but formed in vain if this fatal doctrine prevails. It was formed for important objects that are
announced in the preamble, made in the name and by the authority of the people of the United States, whose delegates
framed and whose conventions approved it. The most important among these objects—that which is placed first in rank,
on which all the others rest—is "to form a more perfect union." Now, is it possible that even if there were no express
provision giving supremacy to the Constitution and laws of the United States over those of the States, can it be conceived
that an instrument made for the purpose of "forming a more perfect union" than that of the Confederation could be so
constructed by the assembled wisdom of our country as to substitute for that Confederation a form of government
dependent for its existence on the local interest, the party spirit, of a State, or of a prevailing faction in a State? Every man
of plain, unsophisticated understanding who hears the question will give such an answer as will preserve the Union.
Metaphysical subtlety, in pursuit of an impracticable theory, could alone have devised one that is calculated to destroy it.
I consider, then, the power to annul a law of the United States, assumed by one State, incompatible with the existence of
the Union, contradicted expressly by the letter of the Constitution, unauthorized by its spirit, inconsistent with every
principle on which it was founded, and destructive of the great object for which it was formed.
After this general view of the leading principle, we must examine the particular application of it which is made in the
ordinance.

The preamble rests its justification on these grounds: It assumes as a fact that the obnoxious laws, although they purport to
be laws for raising revenue, were in reality intended for the protection of manufactures, which purpose it asserts to be
unconstitutional; that the operation of these laws is unequal; that the amount raised by them is greater than is required by
the wants of the Government; and, finally, that the proceeds are to be applied to objects unauthorized by the Constitution.
These are the only causes alleged to justify an open opposition to the laws of the country and a threat of seceding from the
Union if any attempt should be made to enforce them. The first virtually acknowledges that the law in question was passed
under a power expressly given by the Constitution to lay and collect imposts; but its constitutionality is drawn in question
from the motives of those who passed it. However apparent this purpose may be in the present case, nothing can be more
dangerous than to admit the position that an unconstitutional purpose entertained by the members who assent to a law
enacted under a constitutional power shall make that law void. For how is that purpose to be ascertained? Who is to make
the scrutiny? How often may bad purposes be falsely imputed, in how many cases are they concealed by false professions,
in how many is no declaration of motive made? . . .
The next objection is that the laws in question operate unequally. This objection may be made with truth to every law that
has been or can be passed. The wisdom of man never yet contrived a system of taxation that would operate with perfect
equality. If the unequal operation of a law makes it unconstitutional, and if all laws of that description may be abrogated
by any State for that cause, then, indeed, is the Federal Constitution unworthy of the slightest effort for its preservation. . .
.
The two remaining objections made by the ordinance to these laws are that the sums intended to be raised by them are
greater than are required and that the proceeds will be unconstitutionally employed.
The Constitution has given, expressly, to Congress the right of raising revenue and of determining the sum the public
exigencies will require. The States have no control over the exercise of this right other than that which results from the
power of changing the representatives who abuse it, and thus procure redress. Congress may undoubtedly abuse this
discretionary power; but the same may be said of others with which they are vested. Yet the discretion must exist
somewhere. The Constitution has given it to the representatives of all the people, checked by the representatives of the
States and by the Executive power. The South Carolina construction gives it to the legislature or the convention of a single
State, where neither the people of the different States, nor the States in their separate capacity, nor the Chief Magistrate
elected by the people have any representation. . . .
The ordinance, with the same knowledge of the future that characterizes a former objection, tells you that the proceeds of
the tax will be unconstitutionally applied. If this could be ascertained with certainty, the objection would with more
propriety be reserved for the law so applying the proceeds, but surely can not be urged against the laws levying the duty.
* * *
The Constitution declares that the judicial powers of the United States extend to cases arising under the laws of the United
States, and that such laws, the Constitution, and treaties shall be paramount to the State constitutions and laws. The
judiciary act prescribes the mode by which the case may be brought before a court of the United States by appeal when a
State tribunal shall decide against this provision of the Constitution. The ordinance declares there shall be no appeal—
makes the State law paramount to the Constitution and laws of the United States, forces judges and jurors to swear that
they will disregard their provisions, and even makes it penal in a suitor to attempt relief by appeal. It further declares that
it shall not be lawful for the authorities of the United States or of that State to enforce the payment of duties imposed by
the revenue laws within its limits.
Here is a law of the United States, not even pretended to be unconstitutional, repealed by the authority of a small majority
of the voters of a single State. Here is a provision of the Constitution which is solemnly abrogated by the same authority.
On such expositions and reasonings the ordinance grounds not only an assertion of the right to annul the laws of which it
complains, but to enforce it by a threat of seceding from the Union if any attempt is made to execute them.
This right to secede is deduced from the nature of the Constitution, which, they say, is a compact between sovereign States
who have preserved their whole sovereignty and therefore are subject to no superior; that because they made the compact
they can break it when in their opinion it has been departed from by the other States. Fallacious as this course of reasoning
is, it enlists State pride and finds advocates in the honest prejudices of those who have not studied the nature of our
Government sufficiently to see the radical error on which it rests.

The people of the United States formed the Constitution, acting through the State legislatures in making the compact, to
meet and discuss its provisions, and acting in separate conventions when they ratified those provisions; but the terms used
in its construction show it to be a Government in which the people of all the States, collectively, are represented. We
are one people in the choice of President and Vice-President. Here the States have no other agency than to direct the mode
in which the votes shall be given. The candidates having the majority of all the votes are chosen. The electors of a majority
of States may have given their votes for one candidate, and yet another may be chosen. The people, then, and not the
States, are represented in the executive branch.
In the House of Representatives there is this difference, that the people of one State do not, as in the case of President and
Vice-President, all vote for the same officers. The people of all the States do not vote for all the members, each State
electing only its own representatives. But this creates no material distinction. When chosen, they are all representatives of
the United States, not representatives of the particular State from which they come. They are paid by the United States, not
by the State; nor are they accountable to it for any act done in the performance of their legislative functions; and however
they may in practice, as it is their duty to do, consult and prefer the interests of their particular constituents when they
come in conflict with any other partial or local interest, yet it is their first and highest duty, as representatives of the United
States, to promote the general good.
The Constitution of the United States, then, forms a government, not a league; and whether it be formed by compact
between the States or in any other manner, its character is the same. It is a Government in which all the people are
represented, which operates directly on the people individually, not upon the States; they retained all the power they did
not grant. But each State, having expressly parted with so many powers as to constitute, jointly with the other States, a
single nation, can not, from that period, possess any right to secede, because such secession does not break a league, but
destroys the unity of a nation; and any injury to that unity is not only a breach which would result from the contravention
of a compact, but it is an offense against the whole Union. To say that any State may at pleasure secede from the Union is
to say that the United States are not a nation, because it would be a solecism to contend that any part of a nation might
dissolve its connection with the other parts, to their injury or ruin, without committing any offense. Secession, like any
other revolutionary act, may be morally justified by the extremity of oppression; but to call it a constitutional right is
confounding the meaning of terms, and can only be done through gross error or to deceive those who are willing to assert a
right, but would pause before they made a revolution or incur the penalties consequent on a failure.
Because the Union was formed by a compact, it is said the parties to that compact may, when they feel themselves
aggrieved, depart from it; but it is precisely because it is a compact that they can not. A compact is an agreement or
binding obligation. It may by its terms have a sanction or penalty for its breach, or it may not. If it contains no sanction, it
may be broken with no other consequence than moral guilt; if it have a sanction, then the breach incurs the designated or
implied penalty. A league between independent nations generally has no sanction other than a moral one; or if it should
contain a penalty, as there is no common superior it can not be enforced. A government, on the contrary, always has a
sanction, express or implied; and in our case it is both necessarily implied and expressly given. An attempt, by force of
arms, to destroy a government is an offense, by whatever means the constitutional compact may have been formed; and
such government has the right by the law of self-defense to pass acts for punishing the offender, unless that right is
modified, restrained, or resumed by the constitutional act. In our system, although it is modified in the case of treason, yet
authority is expressly given to pass all laws necessary to carry its powers into effect, and under this grant provision has
been made for punishing acts which obstruct the due administration of the laws.
* * *
The States severally have not retained their entire sovereignty. It has been shown that in becoming parts of a nation, not
members of a league, they surrendered many of their essential parts of sovereignty. The right to make treaties, declare war,
levy taxes, exercise exclusive judicial and legislative powers, were all of them functions of sovereign power. The States,
then, for all these important purposes were no longer sovereign. The allegiance of their citizens was transferred, in the first
instance, to the Government of the United States; they became American citizens and owed obedience to the Constitution
of the United States and to laws made in conformity with the powers it vested in Congress. This last position has not been
and can not be denied. How, then, can that State be said to be sovereign and independent whose citizens owe obedience to
laws not made by it and whose magistrates are sworn to disregard those laws when they come in conflict with those passed
by another? What shows conclusively that the States can not be said to have reserved an undivided sovereignty is that they
expressly ceded the right to punish treason—not treason against their separate power, but treason against the United States.
Treason is an offense against sovereignty ,and sovereignty must reside with the power to punish it. . . .
* * *

These are the alternatives that are presented by the convention—a repeal of all the acts for raising revenue, leaving the
Government without the means of support, or an acquiescence in the dissolution of our Union by the secession of one of
its members. When the first was proposed, it was known that it could not be listened to for a moment. It was known, if
force was applied to oppose the execution of the laws, that it must be repelled by force; that Congress could not, without
involving itself in disgrace and the country in ruin, accede to the proposition; and yet if this is not done in a given day, or
if any attempt is made to execute the laws, the State is by the ordinance declared to be out of the Union. The majority of a
convention assembled for the purpose have dictated these terms, or rather this rejection of all terms, in the name of the
people of South Carolina. It is true that the governor of the State speaks of the submission of their grievances to a
convention of all the States, which, he says, they "sincerely and anxiously seek and desire." Yet this obvious and
constitutional mode of obtaining the sense of the other States on the construction of the federal compact, and amending it
if necessary, has never been attempted by those who have urged the State on to this destructive measure. . . . If the
legislature of South Carolina "anxiously desire" a general convention to consider their complaints, why have they not
made application for it in the way the Constitution points out? The assertion that they "earnestly seek" it is completely
negatived by the omission.
This, then, is the position in which we stand: A small majority of the citizens of one State in the Union have elected
delegates to a State convention; that convention has ordained that all the revenue laws of the United States must be
repealed, or that they are no longer a member of the Union. The governor of that State has recommended to the legislature
the raising of an army to carry the secession into effect, and that he may be empowered to give clearances to vessels in the
name of the State. No act of violent opposition to the laws has yet been committed, but such a state of things is hourly
apprehended. And it is the intent of this instrument to proclaim, not only that the duty imposed on me by the Constitution
"to take care that the laws be faithfully executed" shall be performed to the extent of the powers already vested in me by
law, or of such others as the wisdom of Congress shall devise and intrust to me for that purpose, but to warn the citizens of
South Carolina who have been deluded into an opposition to the laws of the danger they will incur by obedience to the
illegal and disorganizing ordinance of the convention; to exhort those who have refused to support it to persevere in their
determination to uphold the Constitution and laws of their country; and to point out to all the perilous situation into which
the good people of that State have been led, and that the course they are urged to pursue is one of ruin and disgrace to the
very State whose rights they affect to support.
* * *
I have urged you [South Carolinians] to look back to the means that were used to hurry you on to the position you have
now assumed and forward to the consequences it will produce. Something more is necessary. Contemplate the condition of
that country of which you still form an important part. Consider its Government, uniting in one bond of common interest
and general protection so many different States, giving to all their inhabitants the proud title of American
citizen, protecting their commerce, securing their literature and their arts, facilitating their intercommunication, defending
their frontiers, and making their name respected in the remotest parts of the earth. . . . If your leaders could succeed in
establishing a separation, what would be your situation? Are you united at home? Are you free from the apprehension of
civil discord, with all its fearful consequences? Do our neighboring republics, every day suffering some new revolution or
contending with some new insurrection, do they excite your envy? But the dictates of a high duty oblige me solemnly to
announce that you can not succeed. The laws of the United States must be executed. I have no discretionary power on the
subject; my duty is emphatically pronounced in the Constitution. Those who told you that you might peaceably prevent
their execution deceived you; they could not have been deceived themselves. They know that a forcible opposition could
alone prevent the execution of the laws, and they know that such opposition must be repelled. Their object is disunion. But
be not deceived by names. Disunion by armed force istreason. Are you really ready to incur its guilt? If you are, on the
heads of the instigators of the act be the dreadful consequences; on their heads be the dishonor, but on yours may fall the
punishment. . . .
Fellow-citizens of the United States, the threat of unhallowed disunion, the names of those once respected by whom it is
uttered, the array of military force to support it, denote the approach of a crisis in our affairs on which the continuance of
our unexampled prosperity, our political existence, and perhaps that of all free governments may depend. . . . Having the
fullest confidence in the justness of the legal and constitutional opinion of my duties which has been expressed, I rely with
equal confidence on your undivided support in my determination to execute the laws, to preserve the Union by all
constitutional means, to arrest, if possible, by moderate and firm measures the necessity of a recourse to force; and if it be
the will of Heaven that the recurrence of its primeval curse on man for the shedding of a brother's blood should fall upon
our land, that it be not called down by any offensive act on the part of the United States.
Fellow-citizens, the momentous case is before you. On your undivided support of your Government depends the decision

of the great question it involves—whether your sacred Union will be preserved and the blessing it secures to us as one
people shall be perpetuated. No one can doubt that the unanimity with which that decision will be expressed will be such
as to inspire new confidence in republican institutions, and that the prudence, the wisdom, and the courage which it will
bring to their defense will transmit them unimpaired and invigorated to our children.
May the Great Ruler of Nations grant that the signal blessings with which He has favored ours may not, by the madness of
party or personal ambition, be disregarded and lost; and may His wise providence bring those who have produced this
crisis to see the folly before they feel the misery of civil strife, and inspire a returning veneration for that Union which, if
we may dare to penetrate His designs, He has chosen as the only means of attaining the high destinies to which we may
reasonably aspire.

